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WELCOME TO THE

SISTER SCHOOL PROGRAMME
CONGRATULATIONS, you have now built the foundations for a long and 
prosperous partnership with your Chinese sister school. Welcome to the 
programme; True Education Partnerships are here to guide you and to help 
your international partnership flourish. 

We will ensure activities are mutually beneficial for you and your Chinese counterpart 
by providing the support and platforms you need to enable a truly immersive learning 
experience for pupils and staff.

Within this pack you will find all the information you will need to begin 
preparations for your School’s Trip to China, and beyond. Any additional 
information you require can be obtained directly from your School 
Account Manager (SAM). True Education Partnerships allocate a SAM 
to every school who joins the programme to assist them with the 
process. In the coming weeks and months, we will provide 
you all the personalised information you need for your trip 
like itineraries, flight details, information about your 
sister school, emergency contacts and more.

I would recommend this trip to 
other headteachers because it 

gives you a first hand experience 
of education in another culture. 

This comes with a wealth of 
ideas for developing teaching 

and learning, as well as 
curriculum. 
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CHAPTER ONE
Your Sister School Partnership journey 

begins with this pack and the allocation of 
your school’s own dedicated School  

Account Manager.

WELCOME TO THE

SISTER SCHOOL PROGRAMME
THIS IS YOUR

SISTER SCHOOL JOURNEY

WELCOME
1. Sign your Sister School MOU agreement
2. Receive your Sister School Welcome Pack
3. Meet your School Account Manager (SAM)
4. Receive materials to promote trip to stakeholders

CHAPTER TWO
The second step of the journey is the launch 
of your programme to students and parents. 

TEP will help you promote the trip, after 
which you will confirm group numbers and 

dates.

TRIP LAUNCH
1. Promote the trip to students & parents
2. Confirm dates and group size
3. TEP will invoice set payment installment dates
4. Plan some creative fundraising activities

CHAPTER THREE
The third step of the journey requires you 

to submit vital documents needed for your 
trip, which True Education Partnerships will 

supply for you to complete.

SUBMIT DOCUMENTS
1. Send all travellers’ passport information
2. Complete Health Forms for students and teachers
3. Complete Parental Consent Forms
4. TEP will submit VISA documents

CHAPTER FOUR
TEP will help you and your students to 

prepare for China and provide parents all 
necessary information with our resources.  

We will also provide your travel information.

PREP FOR CHINA
1. Deliver a ‘Prep for China’ Presentation
2. Receive a ‘Parents Handbook’ to distribute
3. Learn WeChat before you go from our e-guide
4. Receive your itinerary & travel information

CHAPTER FIVE
Your students are now on their way to China 
to meet their Sister School counterparts and 

enjoy the trip of a lifetime.

VISIT YOUR SISTER SCHOOL
1. Visit your Sister School in China
2. Share educational and cultural practices
3. Capture the moment
4. Begin a ‘Pen Pal’ scheme upon your return

CHAPTER SIX
Develop your Sister School relationship by 

hosting Chinese students annually.  Funding 
is available to all schools who host students.

HOST YOUR SISTER SCHOOL
1. Host your Sister School
2. Get funding for hosting and homestay 
3. Share resources on ‘Learning Unleashed’ network
4. Further your learning with Mandarin Lessons

Please note, specific dates for these milestones will be provided 
by your SAM via email, the order of the process above may be 
subject to change.
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WELCOME TO THE

SISTER SCHOOL PROGRAMME
GOT EVERYTHING?

SISTER SCHOOL CHECKLIST

Checklist Item Complete?

Ensure you have all the correct visas and passports

Ensure any passport or visa issues have been resolved before travel (e.g. 
those with non-EU passports)

Parental consent forms have been signed and returned

Children’s parents/guardians, school and TEP have flight details, 
accommodation contact details and accompanying adults’ contact details

Ensure all travellers have full insurance for travel and medical emergencies

Ensure all have correct documents: 
• Train/bus
• Plane (outgoing) 
• Plane (return)

Check seating on plane and other transport - explain and resolve any issues 
if unable to be seated together. Send request to TEP for group seating on 
planes and other transport as required, please note that we’ll endeavour to 
match the request but this won’t always be possible and is at the airlines/
transportation providers discretion/availability.

Group Leaders

Decide upon a group leader who will act as overall leader for the whole 
group

Ensure all adults know and have registers of children in their party

Ensure all adults have emergency contacts for children

Ensure all (inc. members of TEP) have each other’s contact details and full 
itinerary of the trip

Divide children into small groups - stick with these groups throughout travel

Ensure children know who their group supervisor is

Children should carry with them their group leader’s name and contact 
details, accommodation details and other relevant information in English and 
Chinese
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WELCOME TO THE

SISTER SCHOOL PROGRAMME
GOT EVERYTHING?

SISTER SCHOOL CHECKLIST

Checklist Item Completed?

Medical Issues and Health

Ensure all health and medical (physical and psychological) conditions have 
been discussed and resolved before travel

Check locations of local hospitals and medical services

Ensure any medicine requiring to be taken on board planes has been verified 
as legal in China and approved by the airline for safe carriage

Ensure all have read China travel and health advice:
https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/china/health

Ensure all required vaccines are completed before travel and dietary 
requirements are declared.

Ensure at least one group leader brings a basic first aid kit

Code of Conduct

Children have been briefed on behavioural expectations and code of conduct 
applicable throughout whole journey and possible consequences of not 
adhering to this

Adults and children have had a briefing on general culture and etiquette in 
China by TEP (group leaders can relay this info to children)

Children’s parent/guardians have flight details, accommodation contact 
details and accompanying adults’ contact details

Other

Check for any damages upon arriving at accommodation and report 
immediately

Ask accommodation staff to show fire exits and emergency procedures
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VISA 
INFORMATION

Visa Information for your trip to China. 

For your sister school trip to China, all British 
passport holders will require a visa. If you hold any 
other passport or you were born outside of the UK 
(even if you hold a British passport), requirements 
may differ, and we suggest you contact us.

True Education Partnerships will assist with the 
visa process if you supply us with all the relevant 
information. There are two options, a single person 
visa for each individual on the trip or a group visa.

Factors that may affect applications:

• You hold a British passport but were not born in the UK.
• You hold a British passport but your passport doesn’t state 

you’re a ‘British Citizen’.
• You hold any other passport that is not British or in the EU.
• You hold a dual nationality.
• If you have a criminal conviction.
• You have been denied a Chinese visa before.
• You must reside in the UK permanently.

GROUP VISASOLO VISA
Each individual on the trip acquires their 
own travel visa. This method requires a 

visit to a Visa Center to share a fingerprint 
for any individual who is above 14-year old.

OR

A visa agency handles group applications. 
With this method, no original documents or 
fingerprint are required. The visa is issued 
between 10 to 5 days prior to the journey.

- WE WILL SEND YOU OUR ‘VISA PROCESS ’ E-GUIDE



GENERAL INFORMATION

SAFETY & INSURANCE

RISK ASSESSMENTS WILL BE PROVIDED BY YOUR SCHOOL ACCOUNT MANAGER.

Risk Assessments will be provided by your SAM well in advance of your trip in our Risk Assessment Pack. 
This will be personalised to your trip to ensure the upmost care has been taken to secure the safety of 
your group.

- WE WILL SEND YOU OUR RISK ASSESSMENT PACK

Included Assessments:
Accommodation
Boat Trip
Natural Disasters
Flights
Restaurant
Medical
School
Transport
Venue Visits
Walking Trips

TRAVEL INSURANCE INFORMATION

You should have travel insurance for your trip to China. True Education Partnerships do not provide 
insurance as part of your agreement. Often schools already have their insurance through their local 
education authority. However, if you require assistance in selecting an insurance provider, contact your 
School Account Manager who will be happy to discuss but cannot recommend a specific provider due to 
FCA regulations.
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Standard Policies should be read in conjunction with other related school policies.
 
Including: 
- Safeguarding Policy 
- Health and Safety Policy 
- Fire Policy 
- Allegations Policy 

Each travelling group needs to designate a safeguarding lead who is responsible for the welfare of the 
group. However, both Group Leaders will look out for the general welfare and safety of all children. We 
expect the students to look after each other and ask for help when and if needed. We also expect the 
students to take responsibility for themselves and always be aware of their personal safety, for example: do 
not talk to strangers, do not get into a vehicle with a stranger and do not go anywhere on their own.   

DO treat everyone with respect. 
DO provide an example you wish others to follow. 
DO respect a young person’s right to personal privacy.  
DO remember that someone else might misinterpret your actions, no matter how well intentioned.  
DO act as an appropriate adult role model.  
DON’T permit abusive youth/peer activities.  
DON’T play physical contact games, make inappropriate comments with young people.  
DON’T make suggestive remarks/gestures.

PLEASE FOLLOW OUR

STANDARD POLICIES

The principles of TRUE

TRUST

RESPECT

UNDERSTANDING

EQUILIBRIUM

Code of Conduct for Students 

In brief, students will be expected to always behave appropriately. 
Incidents of poor behaviour will be logged and should be reported 
back to parents.
1. Be punctual at all times.
2. Listen carefully to any instructions and general safety information 

given by the responsible adults.
3. Don’t interfere with other people’s property and belongings.
4. Treat accommodations with respect.
5. Follow rooming rules; boys should not enter girls’ rooms and 

vice versa.
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WHAT TO DO IN

EMERGENCY CIRCUMSTANCES

We use a traffic light system to categorise emergencies. Whilst these occurrences are very rare, it is better to 
be ready and prepared. We encourage you to follow our traffic light system and follow procedure in the event of 
an emergency. Please review this document before contacting your School Account Manager (SAM).

AMBER
Student behaviour

Late
Explained absence
Teacher behaviour

Photography
Phone Use

RED
Health issues

Student missing
Allergies

Elevated conflicts
Theft

Property Damage
Natural Disaster
Terrorist Activity

CONTACT PERSON CONTACT DETAILS
True Education 0151-7088695

Group Co-Ordinator
(Your SAM will provide this, write it in the box provided)

Chinese School Contact 
(Your SAM will provide this, write it in the box provided)

Chinese Police 110

Chinese Ambulance Service 112

British Consulate-General Shanghai Tel: +86 (0) 21 3279 2000

AMBER issues 
In an AMBER level emergency please first contact 
the Group Coordinator so that they can resolve 
issues on-site in the fastest time. We ask for a 
written report at the end of the day to be sent 
to your SAM, if it is not explicitly stated that you 
require a follow up call the next day.

RED issues
RED level emergencies are anything serious 
related to health, safety, loss, criminality, dispute 
or drastic changes. In a RED level emergency you 
must inform your Group Coordinator AND School 
Account Manager after contacting emergency 
services if required.  

• Contact emergency services asap if required
• Call TEP’s 24 hour emergency hotline 

Speak to Group Coordinator
• Contact SAM directly 
• Students & teachers will be wearing a badge 

to identify emergency contacts
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We require parents to complete a consent form which asks parents to share any relevant medical information 
about their child and gives you consent to authorise medical treatment if required. Your first-aider on the 
trip should take a stock of over-the-counter medicines. You must only administer medicine according to 
manufacturers’ instructions. 

What to take:
•   Paracetamol (in the form of Calpol sachets)
•   Ibuprofen 
•   Antihistamine (Piriton)
•   Insect bite cream 
•   Anti-sickness tablets

Under no circumstances may children carry or take their own stock of over-the-counter medicines. 
Prescription medicines are to be stored and administered only by Group Leaders – in accordance with the 
usual school policy. The only exception to this is asthma inhalers; children are expected to carry their own 
with Group Leaders carrying a spare – which should be provided by parents. 

True Education Partnerships trips are to top tier tourist cities with a good infrastructure of health, hygiene 
and safety. All accommodation is checked and of high standards (3* or above and certified). Restaurants 
for meals are checked for high food hygiene standards. Chinese school environments are all Government 
controlled and safe for Western student visits. All sister schools are carefully selected by the Chinese 
Ministry of Education for the area and True Education Partnerships.

True Education Partnerships confirm that vaccines are not essential for the places that will be visited on 
these trips, however the decision whether to have some precautionary vaccinations such as tetanus or 
Hepatitis C will be made by the parents. The most effective way to prevent insect bites is to use an insect 
repellent (containing DEET). When using sunscreen and repellent together, DEET should be applied after 
sunscreen. Do not pack this in carry-on baggage. 

Personal hygiene when eating and drinking is very important. It is advisable to carry sanitising gel or hand 
wipes at all times. Do not eat street food. Do not drink tap water. Bottle water is usually safe, as are hot tea 
and coffee. Green salads should be also avoided and fruit should be peeled before eating. 

GENERAL

HEALTH INFORMATION
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Clothing:
•  School uniform should be worn on the visits to 
your Sister School. 
•  Students should take a mix of clothing/
leisurewear for mild autumnal weather – warmer in 
the day, but cooler during the evening. For example, 
long-sleeve tops, t-shirts, chinos/jeans, shorts, 
skirts and comfortable footwear. Also, include 
something ‘smart’ for formal dinners. 
•  To avoid offending cultural sensitivities, clothing 
should be modest – this means no belly-tops, etc.
•  Students may need a light coat or waterproof 
jacket during the day and a thicker jacket for the 
evening. 
•  Basics to take include nightwear and a supply of 
underwear and socks.
•  Spare socks and footwear should be taken 
because heavy rain is not uncommon

GENERAL INFORMATION

TRAVEL ITEM TIPS

- WE WILL SEND YOU OUR ‘PREP FOR CHINA’ E-GUIDE

Other items:
•  Wash bag and toiletries 
•  Sunscreen, moisturiser, lip balm
•  Sunglasses & hat/cap
•  Hand sanitizer and insect repellent
•  Camera 
•  Electronic products and gadgets
•  Chargers and adapter plugs
•  Reading material
•  Small day-pack for carry-on baggage
•  Snack for the first travel stop. 
•  Diary and pen

Here are some ideas for things teachers and students will require for their trip to 
China. Please note that this list is not exhaustive, so please pack other items that you 
consider important.
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Across the hundreds of cultural exchange experiences we have delivered, we have uncovered some small 
issues that have caused slight concern. Most of these issues are often a result of a misunderstanding about 
the varied cultural differences between the UK and China. Learning to embrace and enjoy the cultural 
differences is all part of the immersive experience.

Technology / Photography
Chinese people are very enthusiastic about technology and love to take photographs of their experiences. We 
ask UK visitors to China to get used to being photographed and remember to take lots of photos too. In some 
areas you may be one of the first UK visitors the native people have met and they may ask for a photograph.

Teacher / Student Behaviour
Interactions between Chinese students and teachers may be different from what you are used to. Some 
things that are acceptable in China may not be normalised back home. Students may have grown up 
together in boarding schools and have close nit relationships, meaning they are very comfortable with each 
other, almost like family. In addition to this, teachers often have naps during the school day.

Maturity 
Chinese students in the early years, as a general rule, are at a lower level of maturity to their UK counterparts. 
The experience of being a child in China is often very different than in the UK, one of the results is that they 
can experience a more sheltered childhood. The age ranges for the schooling in China are also different than 
the UK. 

Food 
Chinese culinary habits differ to the UK. Breakfast tends to be a small meal in China, with a very large hot 
lunch and dinner. Food will be very different but be prepared to try it. Generally, food will be self-service 
either in school canteens or in restaurants. All food will come together, not in separate courses, usually 8 
dishes per dining group.

Direct Questions
Adult conversations in China can be very direct. Teachers can sometimes ask personal questions that could 
be considered rude in UK culture. Asking about your house or car is considered bonding in China, so please 
politely steer the conversation away from these topics if it is considered too personal.

If you have any concerns or questions about Cultural Differences, please contact your School Account 
Manager.

LEARN ABOUT

CULTURAL DIFFERENCES
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LEARN SOME

BASIC MANDARIN

Hello: Nǐhǎo (Nee how)
If there’s only one word you learn, this is it. Use this to greet everyone from your taxi driver to your waiter.
Thank you: Xièxiè (Shieh-shieh)
And if there’s a second word to know, this would be it. Always be a polite tourist.
You’re welcome: Bù kèqì (Boo kuh-chi)
Respond with this if someone says “xièxiè (shieh-shieh)” to you.
Good morning: Zǎoshang hǎo (Zhow)
Instead of saying both hello (nǐhǎo) and good morning, you can greet someone with just zǎo in the morning.
Goodnight: Wǎn’ān (One-un)
This is typically used when you’re actually going to bed.
My name is: Wǒ jiào... (Wuh jeow...)
This literally means “I am called...”
Where is the bathroom: Xǐshǒujiān zài nǎlǐ? (See-sow-jian zai na-lee?)
This literally translates to “Where is the hand-washing room?” so you can mimic the motion of washing 
your hands to help your chances of being understood. 
How much is it?: Duōshǎo qián? (Dwuh shauw?)
Use this phrase to ask the price of something at a street market. 
Very beautiful: Hĕn piàoliang (Hen peow-liung)
Locals love when you compliment their home country, so feel free to stoke their egos a bit with this phrase. 
Delicious: Hào chī (How chir); Very delicious: Hěn hào chī (Hen how chir)
The food is a main attraction in Chinese-speaking countries. Use this phrase to praise your host.
Check, please: Măi dān (My dahn)
Try saying this at the end of your meal.
Quiet, please: qǐng ānjìng 
Ask students to be quiet. 
I don’t understand: Wǒ bù dǒng (Wuh boo dong)
A good phrase to remember as you will likely need it.
Let’s go!: Wǒmen zǒu ba! (Wuh-men zoew bah!)
You can use this to signify you’re ready to leave or to prompt your companions to get going.
Yes: Shì (Sheh)
You can use this to agree with a question.
No: Bù shì (Bu-sheh)
You can use this to disagree with a question.

You can learn some basic Mandarin before you leave on our Learning Unleashed platform - ask your 
School Account Manager for information.
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MONEY
INFORMATION

Currency Information for your trip to China. 

“Renminbi” is the official name of the currency 
introduced by the Communist People’s Republic of 
China at the time of its foundation in 1949. It means 
“the people’s currency”.

“Yuan” is the name of a unit of the Renminbi 
currency. Something may cost one yuan or 10 
yuan. It would not be correct to say that it cost 10 
Renminbi.

An analogy can be drawn with “pound sterling” (the 
official name of the British currency). Something 
may cost 10 pound, however it would not be correct 
to say that it cost 10 sterling.

Exchange Rates
GBR to CNY exchange rates can fluctuate daily. Be 
sure to check xe.com for the latest rates,

Credit Cards

Student Money
Students are asked to bring £10-20 per day to 
cover any expenses on their trip. Please designate 
a member of the team to mind student money if 
they wish to leave it with a teacher.

Haggling
It is encouraged to haggle in local markets. Also 
always check the legitimacy of the returned 
currency in your change.

BRITISH 
POUNDS (GBP)

YUAN (CNY) /  
RENMINBI (RMB)

China’s currency is named the Yuan, but is 
more commonly referred to as RenminbI.

Britain’s currency is pounds and pence, 
which is easily convertable to Yuan.

¥ £

If you plan to use a payment 
card in China, Mastercard 
and Visa are generally 
excepted in tourist areas.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

COMMUNICATION TIPS

WeChat Social App
We will be using the mobile app ‘WeChat’ to communicate with 
your sister school and student’s parents whilst on the trip – this is 
available to download for free in Apple and Android stores. WeChat 
is the Chinese version of WhatsApp. We will make a ‘group’ for the 
trip so we can all communicate – teachers, pupils, tour guides and 
the True Education Partnerships staff for 24/7 assistance. 

Social Media
True Education Partnerships will be posting pictures on their social media accounts if prior consent has 
been permitted by your school. We have supplied a photo consent form for you to distribute to the travelling 
students’ parents. You can view our social media accounts from our website trueeducationpartnerships.
com.

Internet 
Please note, there is a strict firewall placed on Chinese internet. There may be no access to some Western 
websites, like Google, meaning your usual internet activity may be limited. It is possible to access some 
websites more freely using a VPN like ‘Astrill’, but set this up before you depart as downloading may be 
difficult whilst there. Access to the internet may only be possible using wifi on your trip in areas such as 
hotels or public access areas like MiFi hotspots. It may be necessary for you to take an international phone 
on the trip, your SAM can give you more details on this if required.

- WE WILL SEND YOU OUR ‘HOW TO USE WECHAT’ E-GUIDE
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GENERAL INFORMATION

HOSTING UNLEASHED FAQ’s

1. What support am I offered during the hosting programme?

We provide a hosting assistant to be there in person to facilitate the visit, they can help with translation and 
organisation. Our team in the office will also be available to speak with you on the phone or by email about 
any issues or concerns you have.

2. What is expected of our school during hosting?

As a minimum we will expect lunch to be provided, as well as allowing the children to join normal lessons 
and to “buddy-up” with one of your pupils of the same/similar age. Transport, accommodation and any 
special activities can be added after discussing with one of our team.

3. Who provides the accommodation for our school’s visitors?

There are a few options for this: 1) We can book their accommodation. 2) If homestay can be provided 
by the school we offer additional funding to cover this. This would be for a Chinese pupil to stay with a 
host family. If you are interested, we can discuss details and fees in more detail. 3) If the school has board-
ing facilities, we can put together a package, or if you have a standard package we can discuss this.

4. When will our school be paid our hosting fees?

After you have hosted, we request that you invoice us for the pre-agreed fee based on the number of days 
you hosted and the number of pupils hosted. The operations team will check and verify the invoice and 
then pass to the finance department, who will then process the payment within 3 working days.

5. Does this help my school’s OFSTED rating?

Yes. Our programmes are adapted to be directly applicable to the demands of the Ofsted Framework. We 
help schools increase awareness of cultural differences and expand their international affairs through 
immersive learning experiences and alternative learning.

Are you interested in hosting Chinese students & teachers throughout the year? 
‘Hosting Unleashed’ is a programme separate to the Sister School Partnership programme. You can 
host your sister school, but you can also host other Chinese schools in Spring and Summer with full 
compensation offered – which can be used to fund your next trip to China! Here are some FAQ’s. 
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